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the fuzzy set theory to deal with cognitive uncertainty of vagueness and ambiguity
which has been widely used in many applications and has good effects. Thus, it is
combined with many methods to generate new learning algorithms. For example,
Lin et al. [13] proposed a fuzzy mining algorithm which used compressed fuzzy
frequent pattern tree (CFFP tree) to extract and analyze quantitative data. And
Papadimitriou and Mavroudi [15] proposed a learning algorithm which applied fuzzy
frequent-pattern tree (FFP-tree) to find fuzzy association rules. Their method
was based on FP-tree using only the local frequent fuzzy 1-itemsets kept in each
transaction for mining. The fuzzy grids which were close to but below the predefined
minimum support threshold would make no contributions to the mining. It turned
out it lost the purpose of incorporating fuzzy set theory processing.

This paper proposes a fuzzy frequent-pattern growth (FFP-growth) method,
which treats each item from a transaction database as a linguistic variable, and
each linguistic variable is partitioned based on its linguistic value. By doing this,
the natural language can be utilized to fully explain fuzzy association rules. There
are two phases in the proposed method. One is to find frequent 1-itemset by scan-
ning the database once, and the other is to establish a membership function of
FP-tree (MFFP-tree) by scanning the database twice. Next, one conditional pat-
tern base and one conditional membership function of FP-tree (CMFFP-tree) will
be extracted from each node in a membership function of FP-tree to generate the
fuzzy association rules.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as below: The association rule
and grid partition method are briefly introduced in Section 2. Notations and the
algorithm are introduced in Section 3. An example is given to illustrate the proposed
algorithm in Section 4. Experimental results to demonstrate the performance of
the proposed fuzzy data mining algorithm and comparison with other methods are
stated in Section 5. And a conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Review of mining association rules and grid partition method

The goal of data mining is to explore, analyze knowledge, and to discover
meaningful patterns [4]. Agrawal and Srikant has proposed the Apriori algorithm
to find association rules in transaction data. They divide the mining process into
two major subtasks: frequent itemset generation and rule generation [1, 2, 3], and
integrate fuzzy set concept with the Apriori algorithm. Chan et al. proposes an F-
APACS algorithm to mine fuzzy association rules [5]. Kuok et al. proposes a fuzzy
mining method to find fuzzy association rules in a numerical database [12]. Hong et
al. further uses a fuzzy mining algorithm to mine fuzzy rules for quantitative data
[8]. Hu et al. then utilizes this concept to propose a learning algorithm to mine
association and classification rules [9, 10, 11]. In spite of its popularity, the Apriori
algorithm may suffer from two nontrivial costs in which it may need to generate
a huge number of candidate sets, and may need repeatedly scan a database and
check a large set of candidates by pattern matching. By using the ”Without-the-
candidate-generation” method proposed by Han et al., FP-growth, adopts a divide-
and-conquer strategy as follows: first, compress the database representing frequent
items into a frequent-pattern tree (FP-tree), but retain the itemset association
information. Then divide such a compressed database into a set of conditional
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databases, each associated with one frequent item. Lastly, mine each such database
separately [7].

In practice, the FP-growth method transforms the problem of finding long fre-
quent patterns to looking for shorter ones recursively and then concatenating the
suffix. It uses the least frequent items as suffixes and offers good selectivity. The
method substantially reduces the search costs. When the data are large, it is some-
times unrealistic to construct a main memory-based FP-tree. An interesting alter-
native is to first partition the database into a set of projected databases, and then
construct an FP-tree and mine it in each projected database. A study on the per-
formance of the FP-growth method shows that it is efficient and scalable for mining
both long and short frequent patterns, and is about an order of magnitude faster
than that of the Apriori algorithm. Thus, this paper adopts FP-growth and grid
partition methods to mine fuzzy association rules.

By dividing each linguistic variable [18, 19, 20] with its different linguistic values,
K1 × K2 × · · · × Kd−1 fuzzy grids with d dimensions in the pattern space can be
obtained. In particular, this paper views a fuzzy grid as a fuzzy concept. For
example, there are nine fuzzy grids in Fig.1, since K1 = K2 = 3. The fuzzy grid
(A11, A23) corresponds to the region depicted in Fig.1. In Fig.1, if (A11, A23) is a
frequent fuzzy grid, then it is a useful fuzzy concept, and the degrees of relevance
of each pattern with respect to (A11, A23) can be further computed.

x1

x2

A21

A22

A23

1.00.0

A11 A12 A13

1.0

0.0

Fuzzy

grid

Fig.1. Fuzzy partitions for x1 and x2.

In this method, symmetric triangle-shaped linguistic values are used for simplic-
ity. When a linguistic value is not yet determined if it is frequent, it is called a
candidate 1-dim fuzzy grid so that a quantitative variable xk can be divided into
K partitions (K = 2, 3, · · · ). In addition, AK

xk,li
stands for a candidate 1-dim fuzzy

grid, and µK
xk,li

(x) can be defined as the following:

µK
xk,li

(x) = max{1− |x− aKli |/b
K , 0},

where aKli = mi+((ma−mi)(i−1)/(K−1)), bK = (ma−mi)/(K−1), and ma and
mi are the maximum and minimum values of the domain interval of xk; li is the ith
linguistic value of K linguistic values defined in linguistic variable xk, respectively.
(A11, A23) is called a candidate 2-dim fuzzy grid that can be generated by using A11
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and A23. In other words, candidate 1-dim fuzzy grids can be further employed to
generate the other candidate or frequent fuzzy grids with higher dimensions [11].

3. Notations and the proposed algorithm

The proposed construction algorithm for building a membership function FP-
tree (MFFP-tree) from the quantitative database is described in this section. The
notations used in the proposed algorithm is firstly stated below.
Notation

n : the number of transaction data;

m : number of items used to describe each transaction data, where 1 ≤ m;

xk : kth item, where 1 ≤ k ≤ m;

K : the number of linguistic values in each quantitative item of transaction

database, where K ≥ 2;

tp : pth transaction data, where 1 ≤ p ≤ n;

AK
xk,li

: ith linguistic value of K linguistic values defined in linguistic variable xk,

where 1 ≤ k ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ K;

µK
xk,li

(·) : the membership function of AK
xk,li

;

qxk
tp : the quantitative value of the item xk for pth transaction data;

countKxk,li
: the summation of the values µK

xk,li
(qxk

tp ) for p = 1, 2, · · ·n;

countmax
xk

: the maximum values of countKxk,li
for i = 1, 2, · · ·K;

Gmax
xk

: the fuzzy grid of xk with countmax
xk

;

α : the user-specified minimum fuzzy support (min FS) value;

β : the user-specified minimum fuzzy confidence (min FC) value;

Lr : the set of frequent patterns with r length.

The proposed algorithm:
INPUT: A body of n training data, each linguistic variable with K linguistic val-
ues, a user-specified minimum fuzzy support (min FS) value α and a user-specified
minimum fuzzy confidence (min FC) value β.

OUTPUT: A set of fuzzy association rules.
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Step 1. Using grid partition method to transform the quantitative item AK
xk,li

for

each item xk of each transaction datum tp (p = 1, 2, . . . , n) into a fuzzy grid AK
xk,li

represented as:

(
µK
xk,l1

(qxk
tp )

AK
xk,l1

+
µK
xk,l2

(qxk
tp )

AK
xk,l2

+ · · ·+
µK
xk,lK

(qxk
tp )

AK
xk,lK

)

using the given membership functions µK
xk,li

(·), where AK
xk,li

is the ith fuzzy grid

(linguistic term) of K linguistic values defined in linguistic variable xk of tpth trans-
action data.

Step 2. Scan database and calculate the scalar cardinality of fuzzy grid AK
xk,li

for

each item xk in the training data: countKxk,li
=

n∑
p=1

µK
xk,li

(qxk
tp ).

Step 3. Search countmax
xk

, where countmax
xk

= max
1≤i≤K

countKxk,li
. LetGmax

xk
be the fuzzy

grid with countmax
xk

for item xk. Gmax
xk

will be used to represent this attribute in
later mining processing.
Step 4. Collect the fuzzy grid Gmax

xk
of all item xk and check whether each Gmax

xk
is

larger than or equal to the predefined minimum support value. If Gmax
xk

satisfies this
condition, put it in the set of L1, where L1 = {Gmax

xk
: countmax

xk
≥ α, 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.

Step 5. If L1 is not null, then proceed with the next step. Otherwise, exit the
algorithm.
Step 6. This step begins to proceed with FP-Growth. Use patterns of L1 and
establish a descending data table called Header Table.
Step 7. According to Header Table, rebuild new fuzzy set table which is sorted by
the original fuzzy sets table.
Step 8. Initially set the root node of the fuzzy FP-tree as {ROOT}, and then scan
the database to build the membership function FP-tree tuple by tuple which is
based on each 1-dim fuzzy grid in the new fuzzy sets table, and link the node of
fuzzy grids with the tree.
Step 9. Mine the patterns of Header Table ascendingly. Then set up the conditional
pattern base of each node in a membership function of the FP-tree. Next, build the
conditional membership function FP-tree.
Step 10. Repeatedly mine conditional membership function of the FP-tree, and
gradually increase the frequency pattern base. If the conditional membership func-
tion of the FP-tree contains one path, all patterns can be listed.
Step 11. The following substeps are done for corresponding frequent patterns.

(a) Calculate the fuzzy value N
tp
s in pattern s : (s1, s2, . . . , sr+1) defined as

N
tp
s = µK

xi1
,li1

(q
xi1
tp ) ∧ µK

xi2
,li2

(q
xi2
tp ) ∧ · · · ∧ µK

xir+1
,lir+1

(q
xir+1

tp ),

where sk = (xik , lik), xik is ik th item, lik is the ik th linguistic value of K lin-
guistic values defined in linguistic variable xik , µ

K
xik

lik
(·) is the membership

function of AK
xik

,lik
for k = 1, 2, . . . , r + 1 and for training data tp.
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(b) The fuzzy support counts of frequent pattern s is calculated, counts =
n∑

p=1
N

tp
s .

(c) If the fuzzy support counts is larger than or equal to the user-specified
minimum support value, put the frequent pattern s in Lr(r ≥ 2).

Step 12. Construct effective association rules for each frequent pattern (s1, s2, · · · , sl),
l ≥ 2 using the following.

(a) List all possible frequent patterns as follows: s1 ∧ s2 ∧ · · · ∧ sk −→ sk, k =
1, 2, · · · , l.

(b) Calculate the confidence values of all association rules using
n∑

p=1
N

tp
s

n∑
p=1

(N
tp
s1 ∧N

tp
s2 ∧ · · · ∧N

tp
sl )

.

Step 13. Output the association rules with confidence values larger than or equal
to the user-specified minimum fuzzy confidence value β.

4. An example

In this section, an example is given to illustrate the proposed fuzzy FP-growth
algorithm. This example shows how the proposed algorithm can be used to generate
fuzzy association rules from a set of transactions. The data set includes five transac-
tions, as shown in Table 1. Each transaction is composed of a transaction identifier
and items purchased. There are five items A, B, C, D and E to be purchased. Each
item is represented by a tuple (item name, item amount). For instance, the first
transaction consists of three units of A, eight units of B, four units of D and eleven
units of E. In addition, the assumptions of the membership functions for the item
quantities are shown in Fig.2.

Table 1: The data set used in this example

TID ITEMS
1 (A,3), (B,8), (D,4), (E,11)
2 (B,7), (C,2), (D,3)
3 (A,2), (D,7), (E,6)
4 (A,3), (B,2), (E,5)
5 (B,5), (C,3), (D,8)

In this example, each attribute for xk has three fuzzy grids: Small, Middle, and
Large. Thus, three fuzzy membership values are produced for the quantity of each
item according to the predefined membership functions. Additionally, assume that
the predefined minimum fuzzy support value and minimum fuzzy confidence value
are 1.2 and 0.55, respectively. For the transaction data in Table 1, the proposed
mining algorithm proceeds as follows.
Step 1. The quantitative values of the items in each transaction are represented by
fuzzy sets. Take the first item in Transaction 1 as an example. The amount “3” of A
is used as the given membership function (Fig.2) and applied grid partition method
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Middle Large Small 

Membership 

function

0
7 13

1.0

Number of purchasing 1

Fig.2. The membership function is used in the example.

to form the fuzzy set (0.667/A.Small + 0.333/A.Middle). The step is repeated for
the other items, and the results are shown in Table 2.

Step 2. Scanning database and the scalar cardinality of each fuzzy grid in the

Table 2: The fuzzy sets transformed from the data set in Table 1

TID Fuzzy Sets
1 ( 0.667

A.Samll +
0.333

A.Middle ), (
0.833

B.Middle + 0.167
B.Large ), (

0.5
D.Samll +

0.5
D.Middle )(

0.333
E.Middle + 0.667

E.Large )

2 ( 1.0
B.Middle ), (

0.833
C.Samll +

0.167
C.Middle ), (

0.667
D.Samll +

0.333
D.Middle )

3 ( 0.833
A.Samll +

0.167
A.Middle ), (

1.0
D.Middle ), (

0.167
E.Samll +

0.833
E.Middle )

4 ( 0.667
A.Samll +

0.333
A.Middle ), (

0.833
B.Samll +

0.167
B.Middle ), (

0.333
E.Samll +

0.667
E.Middle )

5 ( 0.333
B.Samll +

0.667
B.Middle ), (

0.667
C.Samll +

0.333
C.Middle ), (

0.833
D.Middle + 0.167

D.Large )

transactions are calculated as the count value. Take the fuzzy grid A.Small as an
example. Its scalar cardinality is (0.667 + 0 + 0.833 + 0.667 + 0 ) = 2.167. The
step is repeated for the other grids, and the results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: The counts of the fuzzy grids

Item Count Item Count Item Count
A.Samll 2.167 A.Middle 0.833 A.Large 0
B.Samll 1.167 B.Middle 2.667 B.Large 0.167
C.Samll 1.5 C.Middle 0.5 C.Large 0
D.Samll 1.167 D.Middle 2.667 D.Large 0.167
E.Samll 0.5 E.Middle 1.833 E.Large 0.667

Step 3. The fuzzy grid with the maximum count among the three possible grids
for each item is found. Take item B as an example. Its count is 1.167 for Small,
2.667 for Middle, and 0.167 for Large. Since the count for Middle is the maximum
among the three counts, the grid “Middle” is used to represent the item B in later
building membership function FP-tree process. This step is repeated for the other
items. Thus, “Small” is chosen for A, “Small” is chosen for C, “Middle” is chosen
for D and “Middle” is chosen for E, shown as Table 4.
Step 4. Collect all maximum grids of item and check whether the count of each
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Table 4: The set of fuzzy grids with maximum for each item

Item Count
A.Samll 2.167
B.Middle 2.667
C.Samll 1.5
D.Middle 2.667
E.Middle 1.833

grid is larger than or equal to the predefined minimum fuzzy support value. Here,
minimum fuzzy support value is 1.2, so the counts values of A.Small, B.Middle,
C.Small, D.Middle and E.Middle are all larger than 1.2, these frequent 1-dim
patterns are placed in L1.
Step 5. Since L1 is not null, the next step is then done.
Step 6. Use L1 of frequent 1-dim patterns and establish a descending data table
called Header Table, shown as Table 5.

Table 5: Header Table

1-dim pattern Count
B.Middle 2.667
D.Middle 2.667
A.Samll 2.167
E.Middle 1.833
C.Samll 1.5

Step 7. According to Header Table, rebuild new fuzzy set table which sorts the
original fuzzy set table, shown as Table 6.

Table 6: The new fuzzy sets from Table 2

TID Fuzzy Sets
1 0.833

B.Middle + 0.5
D.Middle + 0.667

A.Small +
0.333

E.Middle

2 1.0
B.Middle + 0.333

D.Middle + 0.833
C.Small

3 1.0
D.Middle + 0.833

A.Small +
0.833

E.Middle

4 0.167
B.Middle + 0.667

A.Small +
0.667

E.Middle

5 0.667
B.Middle + 0.833

D.Middle + 0.667
C.Small

Step 8. The root of the membership function FP-tree is initially set as {ROOT}.
Next, scan the transaction database to build the membership function FP-tree tuple
by tuple, which is according to each 1-dim pattern in Table 6 to establish. Next, link
the node of fuzzy grids with the tree and take the first transaction as an example.
The content is 0.833

B.Middle ,
0.5

D.Middle ,
0.667

A.Small and 0.333
E.Middle . The B.Middle is a linked

node with D.Low. The same procedure is processed for the connection of A.Small
and E.Middle. Finally, complete results are shown in Fig.3.
Step 9. Mine the patterns of Header Table ascendingly. And set up the conditional
pattern base of each node in a membership function of the FP-tree (MFFP-tree).
Next, build conditional membership function of the FP-tree (CMFFP-tree).
Step 10. Use 1-dim pattern of Header table which is the lowest for the membership
function FP-tree to mine. The 1-dim pattern of this example is C.Small. Next,
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descendingly and repeatedly mine conditional membership function of the FP-tree,
and gradually increase the frequency pattern base. If the conditional membership
function of the FP-tree contains one path, all patterns can be listed, and results are
shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Mining the FFP-tree by creating conditional pattern bases.

Item
Conditional Conditional

Frequent patterns generated
Pattern-base MFFP-tree

C.Small

{{B.Middle : 1}, {(D.Middle), (C.Small)};
{D.Middle : 0.333}}; ⟨B.Middle : 1.667, {(B.Middle), (C.Small)};
{{B.Middle : 0.667}, D.Middle : 1.166⟩ {(B.Middle), (D.Middle),
{D.Middle : 0.833}} (C.Small)}.

E.Middle

{(A.Small), (E.Middle)};
⟨B.Middle : 0.833, {(D.Middle), (E.Middle)};

{{B.Middle : 0.833}, D.Middle : 0.5, {(B.Middle), (E.Middle)};
{D.Middle : 0.5}, A.Small : 0.667⟩; {(D.Middle), (A.Small),
{A.Small : 0.667}}; ⟨B.Middle : 0.167, (E.Middle)};
{{D.Middle : 1.0}, A.Small : 0.667, {(B.Middle), (A.Small),
{A.Small : 0.833}}; E.Middle : 0.667⟩; (E.Middle)};
{{B.Middle : 0.167}, ⟨D.Middle : 1.0, {(B.Middle), (D.Middle),
{A.Small : 0.667}} A.Small : 0.833, (E.Middle)};

E.Middle : 0.833⟩ {(B.Middle), (D.Middle),
(A.Small), (E.Middle)}.

A.Small

{{B.Middle : 0.833}, ⟨B.Middle : 0.833, {(D.Middle), (A.Small)};
{D.Middle : 0.5}}; D.Middle : 0.5⟩; {(B.Middle), (A.Small)};

{{B.Middle : 0.167}}; ⟨B.Middle : 0.167⟩; {(B.Middle), (D.Middle),
{{D.Middle : 1.0}} ⟨D.Middle : 1.0⟩; (A.Small)}.

D.Middle {{B.Middle : 2.5}} ⟨B.Middle : 2.5⟩ {(B.Middle), (D.Middle)}.

Step 11. The following substeps are done for corresponding frequent patterns.
(a) The generated frequent patterns are calculated. Here, the minimum operator

is used for the intersection. Take (B.Middle, C.Small) as an example. The fuzzy
support value for TID 1 is calculated as: min{0.833, 0} = 0. Results for the other
transactions are shown in Table 8.

Table 8: The generate frequent pattern of (B.Middle, C.Small) in each transaction

TID B.Middle C.Small B.Middle, C.Small
1 0.833 0.0 0.0
2 1.0 0.833 0.833
3 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 0.167 0.0 0.0
5 0.667 0.667 0.667

(b) Each frequent pattern is calculated and the results of it are shown in Table
9.
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Table 9: The count value for each frequent pattern

Frequent pattern Count value
(D.Middle, C.Small) 1.000
(B.Middle, C.Small) 1.500

(B.Middle,D.Middle, C.Small) 1.000
(A.Small, E.Middle) 1.833
(D.Middle, E.Middle) 1.166
(B.Middle, E.Middle) 0.500

(D.Middle, A.Small, E.Middle) 1.166
(B.Middle,A.Small, E.Middle) 0.500
(B.Middle,D.Middle, E.Middle) 0.333

(B.Middle,D.Middle, A.Small, E.Middle) 0.333
(D.Middle, A.Small) 1.333
(B.Middle, A.Small) 0.834

(B.Middle,D.Middle, A.Small) 0.500
(B.Middle,D.Middle) 0.150

(c) Calculate the fuzzy confidence for the above frequent patterns. Take the
fourth frequent pattern as an example. It is calculated as

(A.Small, E.Middle) =
(A.Small, E.Middle)

(A.Small)
= 0.846.

Since the fuzzy confidence of (A.Small, E.Middle) is larger than the min fuzzy
confidence value 0.58, this frequent pattern is an effective rule. In fact, the following
four frequent patterns form association rules and are an output to users.

1. (C.Small, B.Middle) with fuzzy confidence is 1.0: If a small number of C is
bought, then a middle of B is bought with a confidence of 1.0.

2. (A.Small, E.Middle) with fuzzy confidence is 0.846: If a small number of A
is bought, then a middle of E is bought with a confidence of 0.846

3. (E.Middle, A.Small) with fuzzy confidence is 1.0: If a middle number of E is
bought, then a small of A is bought with a confidence of 1.0.

4. (A.Small,D.Middle) with fuzzy confidence is 0.615: If a small number of A
is bought, then a middle of D is bought with a confidence of 0.615. The four rules
above are the output as meta-knowledge concerning the given transaction.

5. Experimental results

This section reports experiments made and the performance of the proposed
approach and performed in VB on a Intel Core 2 Quad PC and 4G memory. A
transaction database from a supermarket of the retail business in Kinmen, Taiwan,
is used to show the feasibility. A total of 5562 transactions are included in the data
set. Each transaction records the purchasing information of a customer. Besides,
the assumptions of the membership functions for the quantities of items in the
transaction database are shown in Fig.4. The relation between numbers of frequent
length patterns and various minimum FS values are shown in Fig.5.
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Count

B.Middle 2.667 
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E.Middle 1.833 
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Fig.3. Membership function of FP-tree.
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Fig.4. The membership function is used in the example.

From Fig.5, it is obvious that the numbers of frequent length patterns decreases
along with an increase in minimum fuzzy support values. This result quite corre-
sponds with our thoughts. The curve of the numbers of frequent length-1 patterns is
also smoother than that of the numbers of frequent length-2 patterns, meaning that
the minimum fuzzy support value has a larger influence on patterns. In addition,
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Fig.5. The relation between numbers of length patterns and minimum fuzzy
support values.

appropriate minimum fuzzy support values can avoid unnecessary frequent length
patterns and meaningless patterns.

Additionally, experiments are made to show the relation between numbers of
association rules and minimum fuzzy support values along with different minimum
fuzzy confidence values. Results are shown in Fig.6.
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Fig.6. The relation between numbers of fuzzy association rules and minimum
fuzzy support values.

According to Fig.6, the numbers of association rules decreases along with the
increase in minimum fuzzy support values. Moreover, the curve of numbers of fuzzy
association rules with larger minimum fuzzy confidence values is smoother than that
of those with smaller minimum fuzzy confidence values, meaning that the minimum
fuzzy support value has a large influence on the number of association rules derived
from the small minimum confidence values.

In the measure of accuracy, the data set is divided into two parts: training data
and testing data, and the proposed method is performed on the training data to
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induce the rules. And then the rules are tested on the testing data to measure the
percentage of correct predictions. In each performed, 3708 cases are selected at
random for training and the remaining 1854 cases are used for testing. Results for
different minimum fuzzy support values and minimum fuzzy confidence values are
shown in Fig.7.
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Fig.7. The relation between accuracy and minimum fuzzy support values for fuzzy
confidence values.

According to Fig.7, the mining algorithm performed at a higher minimum fuzzy
confidence value has a higher accuracy, since the minimum fuzzy confidence value
can be thought of as an accuracy threshold for deriving results. And the average
accuracy of all the rules are also higher for a larger minimum fuzzy confidence value.

Next, the relation between the execution time and different minimum fuzzy sup-
port values are shown in Fig.8. According to Fig.8, the execution time also tends
to decrease along with the increase of the numbers of grids since frequent patterns
are reduced under many number fuzzy grids.
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Fig.8. The relation between execution times and number of fuzzy grids.
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Finally, the experiment made to compare with that of the proposed method in
Lin et al. [13] and Padaimitriou [15] in which the accuracy for the minimum fuzzy
support value set at 35 and K = 3 is shown in Fig.9.
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Fig.9. The comparison of the accuracy of three fuzzy data mining algorithms.

According to Fig.9, the accuracy of the proposed method is higher than that of
Lin et al. [13] and Padaimitriou [15] ’s proposed methods for various minimum
fuzzy confidence values.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a fuzzy data mining algorithm, which combines
fuzzy set theory and FP-Growth to deal with quantitative values, and have found
interesting patterns among them. The rules mined represent quantitative regularity
for large transaction databases and can be adopted to provide sound suggestions to
appropriate supervisors. The proposed algorithm can solve disadvantages found in
the Apriori algorithm and enhance the whole efficiency. The experimental results
with the data in a supermarket of the retail business show the feasibility of the
proposed mining algorithm. When comparing with that of Lin et al.’s [13] and
Papadimitriou et al.’s [15] fuzzy mining method, our approach can get better mining
efficiency and the experimental results pronounces the proposed method is more
excellent than other mining methods.
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